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CHAPTER ICHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION



“Connecting people with fintech and blockchain”

We strive to connect people with fintech and blockchain solutions
that are easy to use and ensure the secure management of digital
assets. We prioritize the protection of customer funds, value their
privacy, and offer mutually beneficial solutions.

OUR VISION
“To build a bridge for people in the fintech world”

By building a bridge for people in the fintech world, we aim to enhance the financial lives of
our clients. Our goal is to create a holistic ecosystem where people can fully benefit from
the latest advancements in rapidly growing blockchain technologies through a
combination of banking and fintech solutions.

OUR MISSION

The Internet and technology have been removing all types of preconceptions about
borders. Globalization is inevitable and the reflection of the process can be observed in
every fundamental of daily life. The pace of the shift to globalization differs in all aspects
so does the response time to the occurring requirements. FNT is here to provide up-to-
date financial solutions in the constantly evolving nature of the world and become
responsive to each and every possible future necessity. Visionary financial approaches
deliver you the utmost innovative and definitive solutions while preparing you for the
impending globalized era. FNT is here to sustain and improve the quality of daily life. Take
a step into the future and experience absolute freedom.

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
WHO WE ARE

"Over the last two years, the world has undergone an unprecedented transformation
shaped by the pandemic and increasing geopolitical tensions. Despite this, the financial
services industry has proven to be highly adaptable, demonstrating great resilience under
extraordinary pressure and an ability to innovate during difficult times. The FNT team is
highly experienced with over 15 years in the sector of banking, finance, and fintech.
Equipped with the utmost know-how on how to provide the best financial solutions in the
cryptocurrency market, FNT is going to provide the members with the best financial
solutions in crypto with highly secure tools and full access to their assets anytime,
anywhere." - Valentin Sokolnikov, CEO.

MISSION & VISIONMISSION & VISION



PROBLEM & SOLUTiONPROBLEM & SOLUTiON
The enormous pace of digitalization and globalization of the fundamentals of life created
a gap between the traditional ways and the digitalized. Quite often people suffer from the
inadequacy of the traditional ways for the contemporary struggles. Daily life is being
updated with brand new tools and/or applications day by day yet, the vast majority of the
traditional ways/understandings are not responsive to evolving needs. 

FNT understands the constantly changing needs of humanity and the necessities of the
digitalized and globalized world. Merges the traditional with the contemporary by
distinguishing the best features of both and combining them to provide humankind with
up-to-date, effective, and borderless solutions. FNT brings the future of finance to your
grasp with a financial system like machinery that works in perfect harmony.

STRATEGYSTRATEGY
FNT strategizes toward precise solutions to current and possible future inconveniences
caused by the transition to digitalization. Modern problems require responsive solutions,
the pace of the digitalized daily life is beyond reachable to the traditional bureaucracy.
Regional or national remedies are considered inadequate. In the globalized world, every
solution has to be global.
Easy to use, accessible, global scale quality 
of services will introduce you to a borderless
reality, the world of tomorrow is present.



CHAPTER IICHAPTER II
FEATURES & CHARACTERISTICS



FNT is in accordance with all Compliance Instructions. The most secure, complete, and
technically advanced set of services for conducting B2B, B2C, and C2C financial
transactions. Security is the most vital key to digitalized reality, FNT is designed with this
core principle. FNT preserves the members' assets and data safe and sound with the
utmost security measures. Central and decentral organization protections back multi-
factor authentication, private keys, and encryption. Layers of 
audit and protection on top of each other to provide the 
community with the necessities of the future.

COMPLIANCE & KYCCOMPLIANCE & KYC
Amplified with KYC & KYB protocols to ensure the ultimate protection. 
Backed by centralized organizations such as SOFIT, and FINMA to 
reinforce the claim of being regulation friendly on a global scale.

SAFE & SECURESAFE & SECURE

SO-FIT is a non-profit association, authorized by FINMA, and has been active for
many years in the field of self-regulation of financial intermediaries, aimed at
combating money laundering and the financing of terrorism. It also ensures the
prudential supervision of asset managers and trustees.

Global Unit Pay is an advanced blockchain-based platform with additional capabilities,
providing the most complete and technically advanced set of services for conducting
B2B, B2C, C2C financial transactions.

Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority.

GlobalPass smart platform detects and extracts information from more than 10,000
types of ID documents from over 200 countries and regions automatically in less than
a second.

https://so-fit.ch/organisme-autoregulation/
https://so-fit.ch/organisme-de-surveillance/


USERS 
The cryptocurrency concept is around for more than it is thought to be. Bitcoin was
introduced to the world in 2009 and is transactional since 2010. Since then the
cryptocurrency concept has solidified its position in the world. Bitcoin was followed by
attention-worthy projects like Ethereum and other altcoins, now cryptocurrencies have
reached numerous investors. The global cryptocurrency market is expected to surpass
US$ 4.94 trillion by 2030. Digital currency is an inevitable reality of our lives and one way
or another people will shift to the cashless society concept. FNT is certain of the transition
and provides people with a smooth and precise shift towards the digitalized world. Those
who wish to access the financial solutions of the future can benefit from FNTs ahead of it's
time approaches and start their journey to the digitalized world. FNT members can take
advantage of their cryptocurrencies for any type of daily requirement without needing to
sell their digital assets.

STARTUPS, PROJECTS, AND INSTITUTIONS
ICOs introduced humanity to an effective way of funding. Projects fund their operations
by selling a portion of their currencies with ICO. The companies that have conducted the
ICO process raised over $3 billion just in 2019. FNT LTV allows startups to loan from FNT
to provide resources for the demands without having to sell the currencies or even a risk
of value loss. 

This also includes investment funds that place their digital assets into FNT to leverage the
AUM (assets under management) which was estimated at US$ 4.1 billion by 2021.

GLOBAL SUPPORTGLOBAL SUPPORT
Clients are our main value, so the service is constantly being improved so that steps in
business become easier and more efficient. We provide customer satisfaction on a global    
scale to sustain your freedom and equality 24/7 all over the world. FNT removes all types
of preconceived borders and provides the utmost quality of global services.

CLIENTSCLIENTS

EXCHANGES
The growth rate of Cryptocurrencies is astonishing as the number of cryptocurrencies
more than doubled from 2021 to 2022 and there are more than 20.000 cryptocurrencies
as of 2022, Q4. As the number of projects rises, so do the exchanges. Rapidly increasing
numbers of exchanges amplify the competition among exchanges. FNTs’ LTV system is a
tailor-made solution for exchanges to reach higher capital accessibility by providing
additional leverage and liquidity options.

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/crypto-currency-market
 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3770793
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/financial-services/pdf/4th-annual-global-crypto-hedge-fund-report-june-2022.pdf
https://coinmarketcap.com/
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CHAPTER IIICHAPTER III
THE FUTURE



FINTECH LICENSE
A Swiss fintech license is a banking license. It gives access to fewer features of banking
services such as storage of digital assets and payment services. It allows institutions to
accept public deposits of up to CHF 100 million and crypto assets.

PAYMENT SOLUTIONS OFPAYMENT SOLUTIONS OF
THE FUTURETHE FUTURE
Empowered by both understandings of finance as centralized and decentralized, FNT has
distinguished the prominent features of both grasps to provide you with the most
convenient payment methods of the future. The last decade has proven that traditional
payment methods cannot compete with the requirements of the future, so humanity
needs an all-in-one payment solution that can fulfill all needs, from in-app and in-website
purchases to fiat-to-crypto or crypto-to-fiat simultaneous shopping. Leverage your
crypto assets for cash flow without having to spend any crypto. One of the most stand-
out features of the Digital Era is the mutualist approach. 
Every app or tool that is being used by humanity has to 
be mutually beneficial including financial solutions. 
With FNT, experience the longed sovereignty over 
your financial life without any limitations and indulge 
yourself with a real sense of privilege.

LiCENSESLiCENSES

ASSET MANAGEMENT
FNT manages assets for our clients all around the world with active managers. FNT’s
strategic capabilities include thematic equities, alternative investment options including
private assets and hedge funds as well as emerging markets, and multi-assets. FNT offers
investment opportunities in the global market and provides asset management services
through separate accounts and mutual funds to some of the largest pension funds,
financial institutions, sovereign wealth funds, intermediaries, and clients whilst working
aligned with the Fintech License.



SECURE CRYPTO PRESERVATiONSECURE CRYPTO PRESERVATiON
Cryptocurrencies reconstructed every conception of a client, custodian, auditor, and
insurer relations. Storing and protecting assets is one of the most significant matters of
the cryptocurrency concept. Managing private keys and restoring options must be
deliberately laid out to ensure asset protection. FNT Secure Crypto Preservation
conducts supervision and provision of services as well as periodic control reports to assure
the investors.

Fintech company

Crypto custodyAuditor Client

Insurer

Service Agreement

Provision of
services/control

report
 

Control
report

DLT LICENSE
Distributed Ledger Technology also known as DLT opens the world for security tokens.
Banks can benefit from DLT by providing the preservation of digital assets and brokerage
services without impacting capital requirements. Safeguards cryptos for security firms.
Portfolio and Asset Managers can benefit from direct access to DLT trading facilities that
reduce trading costs.



FNT debit cards are beyond their time, making the future of payment solutions accessible.
Allowing you to conduct any daily transactions by leveraging your digital assets in a blink of
an eye without risking asset loss. FNT Debit Cards are everything and more of what you
asked for in a credit card. The pioneer responsive credit card of the future is here for you
to take. There are 5 tiers of Debit Cards, in which every tier comes with different perks and
requirements. You can switch to any tier at any desired time except for the Black Tier as it
requires a private invitation. 

CRYPTO DEBIT CARDCRYPTO DEBIT CARD

VIRTUAL CARD SILVER CARD

GOLD CARD PLATINUM CARD

BLACK CARD



GLOBAL APPGLOBAL APP
FNT App is particularly designed for efficiency and
accessibility. FNT app allows you to take control of your
financial needs within one App. One of the core features of
the FNT Ecosystem, the FNT App provides you with, digital
asset exchange, asset storage, asset utilization with Debit
Card, additional interest earnings, security management,
membership processes, support service contact, and
managing your account altogether.

Easy to use Exchange digital
assets

Storage of
assets

Utilize assets via
debit card

Earn interest Manage
securities

Memberships Support
service

Manage your
account



CHAPTER IVCHAPTER IV
THE ECOSYSTEM



FNT makes the future accessible all around the world, step into the future and integrate it
within your daily life. The solutions of the future are here to remove the borders. Selling
digital assets to benefit from their value belongs and remains in the past, with FNT there is
always a way. You can use your digital assets to loan anytime anywhere for anything by
leveraging your assets without risking any loss of value. Every 
utilization of FNT is specially designed to boost its value and be 
beneficial by every action made with FNT.

Reserve (locked)
40%

Pre-Sale
20.3%

Private Sale
16.7%

 
8%

Public Sale
5%

Treasury 
5%

FNT TOKENFNT TOKEN

FNT TOKENOMICS
Total supply: 1.000.000.000 tokens

Team & Advisors
5%

Marketing
8%



TRANCHES % VESTING

Presale 20.3% 1 year cliff, linear unlock for 36 months

Private sale 16.7%
6 months cliff, 

linear unlock for 36 months

IEO (Public Sale) 5% TGE unlock 100%

Team & Advisors 5%

Team: 2 year cliff, linear unlock over 24
months

Advisors: up to 2%, 1 year cliff, linear
unlock for 12 months

Marketing 8%
TGE unlock 50%, 

linear unlock for 12 months

Treasury 5% TGE unlock 100%

Reserve 40%
locked 100%, see further details under

Treasury (WP)

FNT VESTING PERIODS



 USE OF FUNDS 

Loan reserve
30%

Development IT
25%

Marketing
18%

Operations
15%

Fintech / legal
12%



MUTUALISM AT ITS FINESTMUTUALISM AT ITS FINEST
With the perception of pragmatist finance, FNT is conceptualized as mutually beneficial.
FNT never ceases to benefit its users with every process being made with FNT Token.
FNT Members will be able to increase the value of the token with every purchase they
make via Debit Cards, every crypto transaction they make, or every reward they receive.
Hold to win, use to win, spend to win, and win to win.

Burning Mechanism

Crypto debit
cards

Portfolio
management

Value system



Complete portfolio

Complete portfolio

Complete portfolio

Complete portfolio

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP
The percentage represents the amount you have to keep in the FNT token over your total
assets. Every tier of membership has its own requirements and rewards such as discounts,
the loan system interest rates, and the earn program bonuses. The higher the tier, the
higher the contribution to the token, the rewards, discounts, and perks. Every member of
the FNT Ecosystem contributes to the ecosystem by utilizing the FNT within the system.
Black Tier Membership requires a private invitation and the rates are exclusive.

BASIC MEMBERSHIP

SILVER MEMBERSHIP

GOLD MEMBERSHIP

PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP

TBA

BLACK MEMBERSHIP



Every daily financial requirement can be overcome with FNT in a blink of an eye. FNT
members can use digital assets as collateral for an instant Loan-to-Value option. LTV can
be used on the debit card to spend at a merchant or withdrawal as cash. Instantly leverage
your digital assets to benefit their values without having to lose your assets. If desired, sell
your digital assets to pay back the loan whenever it feels right. Conduct the 
transactions of the future with FNT, and take advantage of the real 
value of your assets.

People have been leveraging their physical assets for a long time. 
Who would sell his/her house when in need of money instead 
of just mortgaging it? Benefit from the real value of your digital 
assets without the risk of losing assets.

LTV for instant cash or debit card requirements

VALUE SYSTEMVALUE SYSTEM

Advantage your digital assets as
collateral with Loan to Value

(LTV) system

Sell your digital assets to pay back the
LTV when you desire



One Portfolio Management Platform to control it all. FNT Portfolio Management removes
all the unnecessary requirements of having to use multiple portfolio management
platforms. Speeds all the processes up and allows you to handle every financial
requirement of yours through one-in-all portfolio management. FNT members can
conduct all types of processes through FNT Portfolio, from exchanging digital assets to
borrowing and lending digital assets or fiat while earning interest and staking
opportunities. Spending money earns you money with the FNT Portfolio Management.
FNT removes borders and unites the whole globe with fast, smooth, innovative, and global
quality services. FNT Portfolio Management also removes all types of limitations and
unites all of your portfolio requirements in one platform.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENTPORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Exchange digital
assets

Borrow & lend
digital assets within

the community

Earn interest &
staking

TREASURYTREASURY  
The treasury will be used to provide collateral, liquidity, and loans. When unlocked, the
treasury tokens will not be transactional, but rather be used as the compensation source
for loan demands. 

The majority of tokens in the reserve are locked and will be unlocked after reaching certain
price thresholds. The unlocked tokens will be transferred transparently into the treasury.
The majority of the treasury tokens will stay for the above purposes and 5% of the tokens
will be used as an incentive or optional “employee stock” for the source of team growth,
which will be put in a vesting contract.



Every step within the 
system utilizes FNT

Creates revenue of FNT 

FNT buys back tokens 
from the public market

FNT burns away 
the tokens 

Constant decrease of 
FNT amount

BURNING MECHANISMBURNING MECHANISM
FNT is specifically designed to mutually benefit, every single detail about the project is
laid out deliberately to fulfill the idea of synergetic benefit. The company buys back and
burns publicly up to 50% of revenue as the burning mechanism which will constantly
decrease the total amount of tokens in circulation. Every utility within the FNT Ecosystem
requires FNT Tokens, all the usage of the system creates revenue for FNT. FNT buys
back tokens from the public market and burns away the specific amount of the tokens
and constantly decreases the amount of the circulating tokens for a sustainable
ecosystem. FNT Ecosystem works like machinery in that every single part of the system
deliberately functions to benefit the community, with every action made by FNT or with
FNT, the value keeps on the rise and rewards the community. 



ROADMAPROADMAP

2019
Established idea for Global Unit
Pay

2020
Company established
Financial intermediary license
acquired 
Open the office in Zurich
Team established
Technical launch (beta launch)
Closed seed fundraising round
for $5.5m

2021
Official launch
45k users at the end of 2021
Onboarding business clients
(Switzerland, Europe, U.S.)
Over 40 million US$ in Volume
Named “best crypto payment
provider” in Dubai
Virtual pre-paid cards
Ideation phase for FNT

Q1 / 2022
GUP mobile app launch
Physical pre-paid card
Established more trading pairs 

Q2 / 2022
Initiating FNT concept
Set company structure 

Q3 /2022
Finalization of utility concept 
Build go to market plan
Release of Tokenomics
Kickoff internal presale
Publish Whitepaper 0.9
Initiate technical development

Q4 / 2022
Release of the first alpha 
Publish Whitepaper 1.0
Launching partnership
network
Kickoff private sales round
Marketing Campaign
Launch of technical paper



Q1 /2023
Close private round
Establish exchange
conversation for IEO

Q2 / 2023
Initiate public sale
Exchange listing
Beta launch
Extend partnership network
TGE FNT Token & Audit Q3 /2023

Acquire fintech license in Swiss 
FNT Cards 
FNT Payment gateway 
FNT Banking

Q4 / 2023
FNT Global App 
FNT LTV 
Multi-currency support 



CHAPTER VCHAPTER V
BEHIND THE PROJECT



TEAMTEAM

Valentin Sokolnikov - CEO
Valentin Sokolnikov is the Chief Executive Officer of FNT. Valentin has over 12
years of experience in finance, with business development and strategy
background. He is also the CEO of Global Unit Pay - an advanced blockchain-
based platform with a technically advanced set of services for conducting B2B,
B2C, and C2C financial transactions.

Eugen Weikum - COO
Eugen Weikum is the Chief Operations Officer of FNT. Eugen has a substantial
experience in project management, business development, and resource
management along with his undeniable past and efforts in the finance sector since
2003. Before his enormous contributions to the FNT Ecosystem, he also has been
the CEO and Investor of several businesses.  

Artur Poleshuk - CTO
Artur Poleshuk is the Chief Technology Officer of FNT. Arthur is an expert in
software engineering with over 17 years of experience in software and full-stack
development. Since 2016 Artur has been leading teams in the blockchain sector
and gained outstanding experience in cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.

Mila Serdjukova - CMO
Mila Serdjukova is the Chief Marketing Officer of FNT. Leading in the business
world, as a Businesswoman, Speaker, Mentor, Marketing Expert, and Professional
Investor with the motto of “Inspire. Create. Add Value.” Her passion is shaping a rich
mindset and harboring people while leading them towards high potential
investment goals. Mila has 12+ years of experience in various scopes of work,
particularly in Business Development, Sales & Marketing.



ADViSERSADViSERS

CLC & Partners 
CLC & Partners are dedicated to doing things for the right reasons and with the
right people. The core team is a blend of experienced entrepreneurs, creatives, and
crypto natives with diverse backgrounds and unified work ethics - they believe in
long-term building and co-creation alongside partners and communities.

David Kalberer 
David Kalberer advisor of FNT has a stand-out background in financial services,
management, strategy, operations, regulatory, and legal matters for more than 15
years. 

Chris Princip
Chris Principe valued advisor of FNT, has worked in International Trade as a
consultant, trainer, banker, exporter/importer, and financial solutions provider for
over 30 years. Focused on International Banking covering Trade and Supply Chain
Finance, Cryptocurrency, Cash Management, Payments, FX, and Open Account
Processing. Strategic focus on delivering Blockchain, and cloud deployment of
financial services.



CHAPTER VICHAPTER VI
THE REGULATORY



PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT
ABOUT THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). 

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort. It is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in
any jurisdiction. This whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any
advice to sell or any solicitation of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the FNT (the
“Distributor”) to purchase any FNT Tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its
presentation form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or
investment decision. The Distributor will be an affiliate of FNT Tokens (“FNT Tokens”) and
will deploy all proceeds of the sale of the FNT to fund the FNT cryptocurrency project,
businesses, and operations. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment about the sale and purchase of the FNT Tokens. No cryptocurrency or other
form of payment is to be accepted based on this whitepaper. Any agreement between
the Distributor and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of FNT
Tokens (as referred to in this whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate document
setting out the terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this
whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of
this whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules
have been complied with. There are risks and uncertainties associated with FNT and/or
the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the FNT, the FNT Token
Initial Token Sale, and the FNT Tokens Wallet (each as referred to in this whitepaper). 
This whitepaper, any part thereof, and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted
to any country where distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper is prohibited or
restricted. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations, and rules,
FNT  and/or the distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential, or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract, or otherwise (including but not
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in
connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by
you. 
FNT and/or the Distributor does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any
representation, warranty, or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person,
including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy, and
completeness of any of the information set out in this whitepaper. No information in this
whitepaper should be considered as business, legal, financial, or tax advice regarding FNT,
the Distributor, the FNT Token, or the FNT Initial Token Sale. You should consult your own
legal, financial, tax, or another professional adviser regarding FNT and/or the Distributor
and their respective businesses and operations, the FNT, the FNT Token Sale. You should
be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any purchase of FNT
Tokens for an indefinite period of time. 

LEGAL / DISCLAIMERLEGAL / DISCLAIMER



RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION 
The distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited
or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements, and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case
where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any
restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this whitepaper or such part thereof
(as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to FNT and/or the
Distributor. Persons to whom a copy of this whitepaper has been distributed or
disseminated, provided access to, or who otherwise have the whitepaper in their
possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute
this whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor
permit or cause the same to occur. 

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES 
Prospective purchasers of FNT Token (as referred to in this whitepaper) should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with FNT Tokens, the
Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the FNT, the FNT Initial Token
Sale, all information set out in this whitepaper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase of FNT
Token. If any of such risks and uncertainties develop into actual events, the business,
financial condition, results of operations, and prospects of FNT Token and/or the
Distributor could be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or
part of the value of the FNT Token. 


